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Fall For Me (The Rock Gods Book 1)

Entertainment journalist, Ryan Pierce, meets the infamous bad-boy rocker, Dagger Drummond, and
walks away with a great interview and a scandalous news bit that has the potential to turn the music
world on its ear. Exposing the story would boost Ryan's career, but it would also come with the risk
of ruining Dagger's privacy â€“ and possibly his Rock God status.The unlikely friendship that
develops between Dagger and Ryan brings Ryan to question more than just his journalistic oath to
report the news. It also forces him to take a look at himself and newly discovered feelings â€“
feelings that make Ryan blind to the risk of becoming front page news himself. Will Ryan find the
courage to make a life decision to give himself true happiness with Dagger or take the path that
would likely lead to heartbreak and destroy his career forever?
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Ryan Pierce is a journalist for a popular music magazine in LA. He's interviewed more rock stars
than he can remember. Unbeknownst to him, his next interview is going to turn his world upside

down and make him question who he is. Dagger Drummond is rock star gold. Everything about him
oozes sex appeal, from his striking good looks to his air of confidence. The fact that he truly is a
talented singer/songwriter is just a plus. Ryan gets a great interview from the meeting, but when he
returns for something he left behind he learns a secret Dagger will do anything to keep that
way.Dagger has kept the truth about his sexuality a secret for fear it would ruin his career. Ryan has
lived his life as a straight man, never even considering he might be gay, until he meets Dagger. The
attraction is evident from the start, but Ryan denies it to Dagger and even to himself for the longest
time. The two form a unique bond of friendship based on late night phone calls, random texts, trust
and mutual attraction. Dagger is a good boy though, and keeps his hands to himself until he's sure
Ryan is ready to reciprocate. A snake in the grass, a jackass that is jealous not only of their
relationship, but of Ryan's success as well threatens to tear this couple apart before they can even
commit to each other.What a fantastic love story between the two most unlikely victims. Dagger has
to work for Ryan's affections and trust me they are well earned. This is not an add water equals love
story, no, this was a slow ride to make it to the finish line. I'm not usually a fan of angst, but Lister
made that aspect of the story work in her favor by turning it into an internal debate Ryan had with
himself about who he was. And more importantly who he wanted to be.

I RECEIVED AN ARC OF THIS BOOK IN EXCHANGE FOR AN HONEST REVIEW!!!The highest
rating I can give this book is 5 Stars but it's definitely an 8 Star book to me. I was asked to read and
review this book because I don't mind reading M/M romance. This is the first book that I have read
where the sexual relationships are all M/M but the second book I've read that has M/M relationships.
Knowing this book centered on M/M relationships had me a bit worried at first as to whether or not I
would like it, but I will give any book a chance because you never know. I'm glad I gave it a shot
because otherwise I would have missed out on one great book.Ryan Pierce is an entertainment
journalist for Music Spin Magazine and is doing a story on Dagger Drummond the singer of Black
Ice. The last thing Ryan expected was a wet Dagger with only a towel wrapped around his waist
demanding to know who he is. What has him even more confused is that he can't stop checking out
Dagger. Dagger Drummond is a Rock God. While taking a shower in his tour bus after a show he
sees someone walking around his bus. He jumps out the shower wraps a towel around his waist
goes out to the main room and demands to know who he is. When Ryan turns around Dagger can't
get enough of the man standing in front of him. After the interview is over Ryan has to go back on
the bus because he forgot something and he catches Dagger with a guy. When Dagger knows he's
been caught he explodes again and starts worrying about Ryan printing his secret. This begins their

journey as friends and maybe more.Ann Lister takes you on an emotional heart warming roller
coaster ride.
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